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DELAWARE ASSET PROTECTION TRUSTS 
 

By Thomas R. Pulsifer 
Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell 

 
November 15, 2005 

 
 
 

Delaware Asset Protection Trusts 

A. Basic Structure Of The Delaware Statute 

1. Background.  Effective July 9, 1997, Delaware law allows for the 

creation of asset protection trusts pursuant to the Delaware Qualified Dispositions in Trust Act 

(the “Act”).  12 Del. C. §§ 3570-3576 (Amended March 30, 1998 by 71 Del. Laws c. 254; 

June 29, 1998 by 71 Del. Laws c. 343; June 14, 1999 by 72 Del. Laws c. 59; July 20, 1999 by 

72 Del. Laws c. 195; June 23, 2000 by 72 Del. Laws c. 341; July 8, 2002 by 73 Del. Laws c. 378; 

June 30, 2003 by 74 Del. Laws c. 100; and June 30, 2005 by 75 Del. Laws c. 97). 

2. Purpose.  The purpose of the Act, according to the synopsis, is to 

facilitate the establishment in Delaware of irrevocable trusts that will allow trust settlors to 

transfer assets from their estates, in order to reduce the federal estate taxes that would otherwise 

be due upon their deaths.  However, beyond its utility as an estate planning device, the statute 

also allows for the creation of asset protection trusts that do not involve a transfer subject to gift 

tax. 

3. Mechanics Of Setting Up The Trust.  The Act is triggered by a 

“qualified disposition,” which means a disposition by or from a transferor to a trustee, with or 

without consideration, by means of a trust instrument.  A “transferor” is defined as the owner of 

property or the holder of a general power or the trustee of another trust.  The trustee must be 
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either a Delaware resident individual (other than the transferor) or an entity (i) authorized by 

Delaware law to act as a trustee and (ii) subject to supervision by the Delaware Bank 

Commissioner, the FDIC, the OCC or the Office of Thrift Supervision.  Except as noted below, 

the trust instrument must expressly incorporate Delaware law, must be irrevocable and must 

contain provisions barring transfers of interests in the trust. 

4. Ties To Delaware.  The trustee must (i) maintain or arrange for custody in 

Delaware of some or all of the trust property; (ii) maintain records for the trust on an exclusive or 

nonexclusive basis; (iii) prepare or arrange for the preparation of fiduciary income tax returns; or 

(iv) otherwise materially participate in the administration of the trust.  The trust may have non-

Delaware co-trustees, investment advisers, trust protectors, distribution advisers and other 

advisers located outside Delaware.  The settlor may act as investment adviser and may retain the 

power to remove and replace other trust advisers, subject to certain limitations, but may not 

otherwise act as an adviser. 

5. Settlor’s Retained Powers.  The settlor may retain one or more of the 

following rights and powers:  (i) a power to veto distributions from the trust; (ii) a testamentary 

special power of appointment or similar power; (iii) the potential to receive distributions of 

income, principal, or both, in the sole discretion of the trustee; (iv) the right to receive income 

from the trust; (v) the right to receive principal pursuant to an ascertainable standard contained in 

the trust instrument; (vi) the right to serve as investment adviser to the trust; (vii) the right to 

income and principal from a charitable remainder unitrust or a charitable remainder annuity trust; 

(viii) the right to retain a specified percentage (not in excess of 5%) of the value of the trust 

property each year; (ix) the right to use trust property if the right may be enjoyed only in the sole 

discretion of the trustee or pursuant to an ascertainable standard; (x) the right to remove and 
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replace trustees and other advisers provided that the successors are not related or subordinate to 

the settlor within the meaning of Section 672(c) of the Internal Revenue Code; (xi) the right to 

reside in a residence transferred to the trust if the trust is a qualified personal residence trust 

described in Section 2702 of the Internal Revenue Code; (xii) the right to retain a “qualified 

annuity interest” within the meaning of Treasury Regulation § 25.2702-5(c)(8); and (xiii) the 

right to be reimbursed, in the trustee’s discretion, for income tax liability incurred by the settlor 

with respect to trust income under the grantor trust rules of Sections 671 through 679 of the 

Internal Revenue Code. 

6. Protection Provided.  No action of any kind may be brought for an 

attachment or other provisional remedy against property that is the subject of a qualified 

disposition, unless the action is to avoid the qualified disposition under Delaware’s fraudulent 

conveyance law. 

7. Delaware Fraudulent Transfer Law.  Under Delaware law, as to both 

current and future creditors, a transfer is fraudulent if: 

(a) the debtor made the transfer without receiving reasonably equivalent 

value in exchange for the transferred property and the debtor (a) was engaged or was about to 

engage in a business or transaction for which the remaining assets of the debtor were unreasonably 

small in relation to the business or transaction, or (b) intended to incur, or believed or reasonably 

should have believed that the debtor would incur, debts beyond the debtor’s ability to pay; or  

(b) the debtor made the transfer with actual intent to hinder, delay or 

defraud any creditor of the debtor.   

As to current creditors, a transfer is fraudulent if the debtor made the transfer 

without receiving reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transferred property and the 
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transfer rendered the debtor insolvent or the debtor was insolvent at the time of the transfer 

(“insolvent” means debts exceed assets or generally unable to pay debts as they come due). 

8. Limitations Period.  An action to avoid a qualified disposition must be 

brought (i) if the creditor’s claim arose before the qualified disposition, within four years after 

the disposition or, if later, within one year after the disposition could reasonably have been 

discovered by the creditor; or (ii) if the creditor’s claim arose after the qualified disposition, 

within four years after the disposition. 

9. Persons Not Subject To The Statute.  The following two classes of 

persons are not subject to the provisions of the Act: 

(a) any person to whom the transferor is indebted for the payment of 

support or alimony in favor of such transferor’s spouse, former spouse, or children or for a division 

of property in favor of such transferor’s spouse or former spouse; however, for purposes of this rule, 

a person is treated as a spouse or former spouse only if the person was married to the transferor at, 

or before, the time of the qualified disposition; and 

(b) any person who suffers death, personal injury, or property damage on 

or before the date of the qualified disposition, which death, personal injury or property damage is at 

any time determined to have been caused by the tortious act or omission of either the transferor or 

by another person for whom such transferor is or was vicariously liable. 

B. The Amendments 

1. First Amendment.  On March 30, 1998, the Act was amended for the first 

time.  71 Del. Laws c. 254 §§ 36 and 37 (March 30, 1998).  The amendments removed from the 

list of persons not subject to the statute any creditor who became a creditor of the transferor in 

reliance upon an express written statement of the transferor that any property contributed to the 
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trust thereafter remained the property of the transferor and was available to satisfy any debt of 

the creditor.  This “post-funding fraudulent statement” exception to the statute arguably made it 

impossible for trust settlors to make a completed gift to a Delaware asset protection trust.  The 

March 30 amendment corrected this problem.  The amendment is retroactive to the original date 

of enactment of the Act. 

2. Second Amendment.  On June 29, 1998, the Act was amended for a 

second time.  71 Del. Laws c. 343.  The following is a complete list of all of the substantive 

changes to the Act made by the June 29 amendment: 

(a) The June 29 amendment clarifies that there may be more than one 

trustee of a trust created by a qualified disposition.  The amendment also provides that a transferor’s 

release or relinquishment of an interest in property already subject to a qualified disposition in trust 

(such as a reserved right to income) is not itself a qualified disposition and does not start any statute 

of limitations running anew. 

(b) The amendment distinguishes between a trustee of a trust created by 

a qualified disposition, that is, a qualified trustee, and a trustee generally. 

(c) The amendment clarifies that a trustee of an existing trust may, if 

permitted by the terms of the trust or by court order, make a qualified disposition.  This provision is 

intended to facilitate the repatriation of existing offshore trusts to Delaware. 

(d) The amendment specifies that nonresident individuals and entities 

not authorized to act as a Delaware trustee under Delaware law cannot be a qualified trustee; 

however, a nonresident individual or entity may be an adviser, including but not limited to a 

distribution adviser or investment adviser.  The transferor may serve as an investment adviser, but 

may not be the direction distribution adviser to a trust that is the subject of a qualified disposition. 
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(e) The amendment provides that the transferor may retain a right to 

receive the income of the trust or the right to receive principal on the basis of an ascertainable 

standard.  The synopsis to the amendment cautions that retention of these rights may require the 

trust to pay death taxes under §2207B of the Internal Revenue Code or state tax apportionment 

statutes.  The amendment also provides that the trust must contain a restriction on alienation or 

transfers of beneficial interests that is intended to be enforceable within the meaning of §541(c)(2) 

of the Bankruptcy Code so that a qualified disposition will be excluded from the bankruptcy estate 

of the settlor and other trust beneficiaries. 

(f) The amendment provides that in cases where a qualified disposition 

is made by the trustee of a previously existing trust, for purposes of measuring the running of the 

limitations period allowed under §3572(b) of Title 12, the period that the original trust was in 

existence will be “tacked” to the period of the qualified disposition.  This “tacking” provision is 

intended to encourage the relocation of existing trusts to Delaware.  The amendment provides 

limited protection against liability for the qualified trustees and advisers named in the trust. 

(g) Finally, the amendment provides that the Act applies to irrevocable 

trusts whose existence predates the enactment of the Act if the qualified disposition to a qualified 

trustee is made by a trustee on or after July 1, 1997 (which was the initial effective date for the Act). 

3. Third Amendment.  On July 14, 1999, the Act was amended for a third 

time.  72 Del. Laws c. 59.  The July 14, 1999 amendment provides that a transferor’s spouse is 

subject to the Act when the transferor becomes married to the spouse after the qualified 

disposition has occurred.  Thus, a spouse who marries the settlor of an asset protection trust after 

the trust is created has no greater rights against the trust than other general creditors. 
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4. Fourth Amendment.  On July 20, 1999, the Act was amended for the 

fourth time.  72 Del. Laws c. 195.  This amendment provides that no creditor nor any other 

person shall have any claim or cause of action against the trustee or any adviser to an asset 

protection trust nor against any person involved in the counseling, drafting, preparation, 

execution, or funding of such a trust other than those rights provided in the Act.  The Act does 

not provide any rights to creditors or third parties other than the right to avoid fraudulent 

transfers in the manner and to the extent described above.  Accordingly, the amendment, in 

effect, absolves trustees, advisers, and persons involved in the creation of asset protection trusts 

from any personal liability to the settlor’s creditors and third persons. 

5. Fifth Amendment.  On June 23, 2000, the Act was amended for the fifth 

time.  72 Del. Laws c. 341.  The fifth amendment made numerous changes to the statute 

including the following: 

(a) The amendment permits the creation of a Delaware asset protection 

trust by means of the replacement of a non-Delaware trustee with a Delaware trustee or by the 

addition of a new Delaware trustee.  Under prior law, it was not clear whether this was possible. 

(b) The amendment clarifies that a Delaware asset protection trust may 

have multiple trustees located in different jurisdictions so long as at least one of the co-trustees is an 

individual resident in Delaware or a bank or trust company authorized to act as trustee in Delaware. 

(c) The amendment permits the settlor of a Delaware asset protection 

trust to retain a right to receive income and principal from a charitable remainder unitrust or a 

charitable remainder annuity trust within the meaning of Section 664 of the Internal Revenue Code 

or to retain the right to receive a specified percentage of the value of the trust property each year 

provided that the specified percentage does not exceed five percent.  Under prior law, the only 
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payment rights the settlor could retain were rights to income and rights to principal either in the 

trustee’s sole discretion or pursuant to an ascertainable standard. 

(d) The amendment clarifies that when a non-Delaware trustee conveys 

trust assets held in a non-Delaware trust to a Delaware trustee or resigns in favor of a Delaware 

trustee, the disposition may be a qualified disposition (thereby creating a Delaware asset protection 

trust) even though the trust instrument does not expressly incorporate the law of Delaware to govern 

the validity, construction, and administration of the trust. 

(e) The amendment makes clear that any attempt by the settlor to retain 

rights in the trust other than those expressly reserved in the trust agreement is not permitted by 

Delaware law.  The purpose of this provision is to negate any argument that a creditor of the settlor 

might make alleging that the settlor has retained disguised or secret rights in the trust by virtue of a 

side agreement or understanding with the trustee or some other person having authority with respect 

to the trust, such as the trust protector. 

(f) The amendment provides for exclusive Chancery Court jurisdiction 

over all actions brought with respect to qualified dispositions. 

(g) The amendment clarifies the limitations period for actions brought by 

a creditor whose claim arises before the creation of the asset protection trust.  In the future, if the 

limitations period for claims brought pursuant to Delaware’s Fraudulent Transfer Statute changes, 

the change will automatically be incorporated into the Act by reference. 

(h) The amendment clarifies that, for purposes of determining the 

limitations period for creditor challenges to conveyances made to a Delaware asset protection trust, 

the period during which the trust existed outside Delaware is to be counted (if the trust would have 
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qualified as a Delaware asset protection trust had it been in Delaware during that period) even if the 

period began before July 1, 1997, which is the Act’s initial effective date. 

(i) The amendment clarifies that the term “creditor” as defined in the 

Act includes a person who has a claim based upon a forced heirship statute or a legitime statute and 

that such claimants are not excluded from the operation of the Act by virtue of Section 3573 of the 

Act (which excludes child support claimants and other specified claimants from the operation of the 

Act). 

(j) The amendment provides that if any provision of the Act is held to be 

invalid, the remaining provisions shall continue to be valid. 

(k) The amendment provides that, in any action to avoid a qualified 

disposition, the burden to prove the matter by clear and convincing evidence is upon the creditor. 

6. Sixth Amendment.  On July 8, 2002, Delaware amended the Act for the 

sixth and final time to date.  This amendment makes the following changes to the Act: 

(a) The amendment clarifies that the term “general power of 

appointment,” as used in the Act, has the same meaning as that term has for federal transfer tax 

purposes. 

(b) The amendment clarifies that a transferor may retain the right to use 

trust property if the right may be enjoyed only in the sole discretion of a qualified trustee or 

pursuant to an ascertainable standard contained in the trust instrument.  Thus, for example, if the 

transferor conveyed real property to the trust, the transferor could use the real property if the 

qualified trustee, acting in its sole discretion, permitted such use or if the use occurred pursuant to 

an ascertainable standard. 
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(c) The amendment clarifies that a qualified trustee may be directed in 

the exercise of the trustee’s discretion over distributions by an adviser (commonly referred to as a 

“distribution adviser”) and that the adviser empowered to direct the qualified trustee in making 

discretionary distributions need not be located in Delaware. 

(d) The amendment permits the settlor to retain the right to remove 

trustees (including qualified trustees) and other advisers and to appoint successor trustees and 

advisers provided that the successors are not related or subordinate to the settlor within the meaning 

of Section 672(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(e) The amendment permits a qualified personal residence trust 

described in Section 2702 of the Internal Revenue Code to qualify under the Act even if the settlor 

retains the right to reside in the residence conveyed to the trust. 

(f) The amendment clarifies that the settlor creating a trust under the Act 

may be a corporation, partnership, limited liability company or other entity and need not be a living 

individual. 

(g) The amendment addresses how the limitations period for creditor 

claims against a trust is computed when there are multiple contributions to a single trust created 

under the Act.  The amendment clarifies that each contribution has its own limitation period and that 

subsequent contributions do not start a new limitations period with respect to prior contributions.  

Furthermore, the amendment creates a “LIFO” accounting convention by providing that, in the case 

of a trust which has received multiple contributions, any distributions from the trust are deemed to 

have been made from the property most recently contributed to the trust. 

7. Seventh Amendment.  On June 30, 2003, the Act was amended for the 

seventh time.  The legislation made the following changes to the Act: 
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(a) The legislation clarifies that the exception for persons who suffer 

death, personal injury or property damage before the creation of the trust permits those persons to 

satisfy claims out of the trust (without the necessity of proving a fraudulent transfer) only to the 

extent of such tort claims.  So, for example, if such a person also had a claim against the settlor for 

an unpaid loan or a claim under a contract, that claim could be satisfied out of the trust only if the 

claim holder could prove the transfer into the trust was a fraudulent transfer. 

(b) The legislation provides that the settlor may retain the right to receive 

principal distributions from the trust under any standard specified in the trust instrument (the 

standard need not be the traditional “ascertainable standard” required by prior law) provided that the 

standard selected does not confer upon the settlor a substantially unfettered right to the receipt or 

use of trust principal. 

(c) The legislation also includes a new trustee removal provision.  Under 

this provision, if a court obtains jurisdiction over a trustee and the court then declines to apply 

Delaware law for purposes of determining the validity, construction or administration of the trust, or 

the effect of the trust’s spendthrift provision, that trustee (over whom the court has obtained 

personal jurisdiction) is removed from office by operation of law.  The practical effect of this 

provision may be to deprive such a court of jurisdiction over an indispensable party to the pending 

litigation since each successive new trustee amenable to that particular court’s jurisdiction and 

actually joined in the pending litigation would be automatically removed from office. 

8. Eighth Amendment.  On June 30, 2005, the Act was amended for the 

eighth time.  The following changes to the Act were included in the legislation: 

(a) The amendment expressly permits a settlor to retain the right to 

receive annual payments from the trust described as a dollar amount (rather than as a percentage of 
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the value of the assets) so long as the dollar amount selected is no more than five percent of the 

initial value of the trust assets. 

(b) The amendment permits a settlor to retain a “qualified annuity 

interest” in a Delaware asset protection trust that is a qualified personal residence trust described in 

Section 2702 of the Internal Revenue Code and the associated Treasury Regulations.  The Act 

previously was amended to permit settlors to retain the right to use a residence held in the trust so 

long as the trust satisfied the requirements for treatment as a qualified personal residence trust.  In 

accordance with Treasury Regulations § 25.2702-5(c)(8), such qualified personal residence trusts 

generally are drafted to provide that in the event the residence is sold, the settlor will thereafter be 

entitled to receive annuity payments from the trust for the remainder of the trust term.  The 

amendment is intended to clarify that qualified personal residence trusts that include such provisions 

may be designed as Delaware asset protection trusts. 

(c) The Act was amended to permit a settlor to receive income tax 

reimbursement payments from the trust if the trust is a grantor trust described in Sections 671 

through 679 of the Internal Revenue Code and the income tax reimbursement payments can only be 

made in the sole discretion of the trustee or the sole discretion of a trust advisor. 

(d) The Act provides generally that a trust may count the time during 

which a trust was located outside Delaware toward satisfaction of the Delaware limitations period 

for assertion of creditor claims if, during that time, the trust satisfied the substantive requirements of 

the Act (other than the requirements relating to the selection of a Delaware trustee and the choice of 

Delaware law to govern the trust).  This “tacking” provision is intended to encourage offshore asset 

protection trusts to change their situs to Delaware.  The 2005 amendments to the Act include a 

provision which states that when a trust moving to Delaware contains a power of appointment held 
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by the settlor that is broader than permitted by the Act (the Act permits the settlor to retain no more 

than a testamentary limited power of appointment), the trustee may, with the settlor’s consent, elect 

to reduce the scope of the power to the extent necessary to comply with the Act.  If this is done, the 

amendment further provides that the trust will be permitted to count the time during which the trust 

was located outside Delaware toward satisfaction of the Delaware statute of limitations on creditor 

rights. 

(e) In response to Revenue Procedure 2005-24, which requires the 

spouse of the settlor of certain charitable remainder trusts to release his or her right to claim trust 

assets in satisfaction of elective share rights, the Act was amended to state expressly that a qualified 

disposition to a trust under the Act may not be avoided in satisfaction of a surviving spouse’s 

elective share rights.  Thus charitable remainder trusts designed as Delaware asset protection trusts 

need not comply with the Revenue Procedure 2005-24 elective share release requirements. 

(f) Finally, the amendment provides that after a creditor successfully 

avoids a qualified disposition under the Act, if the creditor seeks to recover assets previously 

distributed from the trust to any beneficiary or to recover assets from the trust before full payment of 

the trustee’s fees and expenses (including litigation expenses), the creditor shall have the burden of 

proving, by clear and convincing evidence, that the beneficiary or trustee, as the case may be, acted 

in bad faith; except that, in the case of distributions to the settlor, the burden on the creditor shall be 

to prove that the settlor/beneficiary acted in bad faith by a preponderance of the evidence. 

C. Delaware Situs Issue 

Although the Act requires minimal ties to Delaware, there are many reasons why 

it may be prudent to make sure that the trust has its situs in Delaware.  For example, a trust with 

its situs in Delaware is less likely to become subject to the jurisdiction of the courts in other 
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states, and can be governed by Delaware law with respect to issues of validity and other matters.  

Most importantly, under general conflicts of law jurisprudence, the enforceability of a spendthrift 

clause is determined under the law of the situs (or place of administration) of the trust.  See 

Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 273; Bogert, Trusts and Trustees § 293; Scott, On 

Trusts §§ 626-628.  The three most important factors Delaware courts look to in determining the 

situs of an inter vivos trust are the intention of the settlor, the domicile of the trustee, and the 

place in which the trust is administered.  Lewis v. Hanson, 128 A.2d 819 (Del. 1957), aff’d sub 

nom. Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, reh’g denied, 358 U.S. 858 (1958); see also, Wilmington 

Trust Co. v. Sloan, 54 A.2d 544, 549 (Del. Ch. 1947); Equitable Trust Co. v. Ward, 48 A.2d 519, 

529 (Del. Ch. 1946).  The following is an enumeration of some of the factors that could be 

considered by a Delaware court in determining the place in which a trust is administered: 

1. Location of trust’s bank accounts and trust’s tangible personalty; 

2. Location where trust records are maintained; 

3. Location of trustee’s offices; 

4. Location where trust reviews, investment decisions, and trust account 

transactions occur; 

5. Location from which trust accountings, reports, and other communications 

with the settlor, beneficiaries, and unrelated third parties originate; 

6. Location of trust officers; 

7. Location where trust accountings, reports, and other communications with 

the settlor, beneficiaries, and unrelated third parties are prepared; 

8. Location where documents relating to the trust are executed on behalf of 

the trust; 
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9. Location at which trust income and contributions are received and from 

which trust expenditures and distributions are disbursed; 

10. Location where trust officer meetings are held; 

11. Location of documents evidencing ownership of trust property; 

12. Location to which trust account inquiries are directed; 

13. Location where tax reports are prepared and tax compliance reviews and 

audits are performed; 

14. Location where trust instrument is executed; 

15. Location where trustee’s trust committee meetings and reviews occur; and 

16. Location of trust’s outside advisers (accountants, lawyers, brokers, and 

other professionals). 

D. Transfer and Income Tax Issues 

1. Importance of Creditor Rights.  Under the laws of most states, if a 

trustee has the power, in the exercise of the trustee’s sole discretion, to distribute trust assets to 

the settlor, the settlor’s creditors may claim the trust assets in satisfaction of the settlor’s debts.  

A number of federal tax cases and other authorities have held that, in such a case, the settlor has 

not made a completed gift of the trust assets or the trust assets were includible in the settlor’s 

gross estate.  In general, the reasoning has been that the settlor could borrow money or otherwise 

incur debt that could be satisfied out of the trust and therefore the settlor had (i) indirectly 

retained the power to revoke the trust (which causes estate tax inclusion under Code 

§ 2038(a)(1)) or (ii) retained enjoyment of the trust property (which causes estate inclusion under 

Code § 2036(a)(1)) or (iii) failed to relinquish dominion and control over the trust property (for 

gift tax purposes).  See, e.g., Estate of Paxton v. Commissioner, 86 T.C. 785 (1986) (estate 
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inclusion); Outwin v. Commissioner, 76 T.C. 153 (1981) (no completed gift); Paolozzi v. 

Commissioner, 23 T.C. 182 (1954) (no completed gift); Rev. Rul. 76-103 (no completed gift). 

2. Absence of Creditor Rights.  There is substantial authority for the 

proposition that if the settlor’s creditors can not reach the assets of a trust, the settlor has made a 

completed gift and there is no estate tax inclusion even though the trustee has the power, in the 

trustee’s sole discretion, to distribute the trust assets to the settlor.  See, e.g., Wells v. 

Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1981-574 (no estate inclusion); Estate of Uhl, 241 F.2d 867 (7th Cir. 

1957) (no estate inclusion); Estate of German v. United States, 85-1 U.S.T.C. 13,610 (Ct. C1. 

1985) (no estate inclusion); Rev. Rul. 77-378 (completed gift); PLR 9332006 (no estate 

inclusion); PLR 8829030 (no estate inclusion under § 2038); TAM 8213004 (completed gift); 

PLR 8037116 (no estate inclusion); PLR 7833062 (completed gift).  The Internal Revenue 

Service has ruled expressly that a settlor who contributes assets to an Alaska asset protection 

trust has made a completed gift.  PLR 9837007 (June 10, 1998).  However, the Service refused to 

rule on whether the assets contributed to such a trust would be includible in the settlor’s gross 

estate.  It should be noted with respect to the completed gift authorities that this holding does not 

necessarily preclude estate inclusion.  See, e.g., Estate of Skinner v. United States, 316 F.2d 517 

(3d Cir. 1963) (not a creditor rights case). 

3. Open Issue.  At least one commentator has argued that the authorities are 

wrong, and that the assets of a discretionary trust should be included in the settlor’s gross estate 

(without regard to creditor rights) if the settlor is among the discretionary beneficiaries because 

the settlor has retained enjoyment of the property for purposes of Code § 2036(a)(1).  Apparently 

there is no authority which supports this view. 
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4. Avoiding Completed Gift Treatment.  In cases where the settlor wishes 

to avoid making a completed gift, but wishes to obtain the asset protection benefits of the statute, 

the settlor may (i) retain the power to veto all distributions to beneficiaries and (ii) retain a 

testamentary limited power of appointment.  See Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(c) (gift is incomplete 

where donor reserves power to change interests of the beneficiaries among themselves). 

5. Federal Income Tax.  In general, Delaware asset protection trusts are 

taxed as grantor trusts because the trustee, as a nonadverse party, has the power to dispose of the 

beneficial enjoyment of corpus and income and to distribute the trust income to the grantor.  See 

Code §§ 674(a); 677(a).  However, it is also possible to design an asset protection trust to avoid 

treatment as a grantor trust. 

(a) Reversionary Interest Under Code § 673.  A threshold question 

that must be answered in order to determine whether it is possible to create a non-grantor 

Delaware asset protection trust is whether the grantor will be deemed to hold a reversionary 

interest in the trust for purposes of Code § 673.  Code § 673 provides, in general, that a trust is a 

grantor trust if the grantor retains a reversionary interest having a value that exceeds five percent 

of the value of the trust.  Code § 673(c) provides that, for purposes of determining the value of 

the grantor’s reversionary interest, it shall be assumed that any discretion exercisable in favor of 

the grantor will be exercised in favor of the grantor to the maximum extent possible.   

In a properly drafted Delaware asset protection trust, the grantor retains no 

reversionary interest.  The trustee’s discretionary power to make distributions to the grantor 

should not be categorized as a “reversionary interest” within the meaning of Code § 673. 

Code § 672, which provides definitions for the grantor trust provisions under 

subpart E, does not define “reversion” for the purposes of Code § 673. Although Code § 672 
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does not provide a definition of a reversion for purposes of subpart E, it seems clear that a 

reversion under Code § 673 can not arise in situations other than those involving a traditional 

reversion.  Under the traditional definition of a reversion, a reversion exists when a person 

having a vested estate transfers a lesser vested estate to another.  See LEWIS M. SIMES AND 

ALLAN F. SMITH, THE LAW OF FUTURE INTERESTS, § 82 (2d ed. 1956) (hereinafter “SIMES”); see 

also WILLIAM SHWARTZ, FUTURE INTERESTS AND ESTATE PLANNING, § 2.24 (1965) (hereinafter 

“SHWARTZ”).  The interest left with the transferor, by virtue of transferring a lesser estate, is 

called a reversion.  Thus, the grantor of a trust retains a reversionary interest if a portion of the 

transferred assets will return to the grantor upon the death of a person (life estate), after a number 

of years (term of years), or upon the grantor’s demand (tenancy at will).  Under this traditional 

concept, if a transferor conveys all of his or her interest in property to a trust, then he or she has 

not retained a reversion even if he or she holds a beneficial interest (such as a right to receive 

distributions in the trustee’s discretion).  See SHWARTZ, § 2.27; see also PLR 9016079 

(January 25, 1990) (trust held not to be a grantor trust under Code § 673 even though trustee had 

power to make discretionary distributions to the grantor). 

(i) Internal Revenue Service Memoranda.  In Technical 

Advice Memorandum (“TAM”) 8127004, the Internal Revenue Service stated that “a 

reversionary interest is the interest a transferor has when less than his entire interest and property 

is transferred to a trust and which will become possessory at some future date.”  Tech. Adv. 

Mem. 81-27-004 (February 25, 1981) (emphasis added). 

In a General Counsel Memorandum, comparing a possibility of reverter under 

Code § 676(a) with a reversion, the Service defined a reversion as “the residue left in the grantor 

on determination of a particular estate” and stated that “the reversionary interest arises only when 
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the transferor transfers an estate of lesser quantum than he owns”. Gen. Couns. Mem. 36,410 at 

5-6 (September 11, 1975) (emphasis added). 

(ii) Case Law.  In Crane v. Commissioner, 368 F.2d 800 (1st 

Cir. 1966), the court held that a grantor had a reversionary interest where he transferred stock, 

and later received either the proceeds from the sale of the stock to the beneficiaries or a return of 

the stock. Id. at 801.  The court held that “when we look at the obvious purpose of 

Code § 673(a), it must be to prevent a grantor from making a temporary transfer of assets in 

order to diminish, for a limited period, the receipt of taxable income therefrom.” Id. (emphasis 

added).  By indicating that a reversion is a “temporary transfer,” the court interpreted a Code 

§ 673 reversionary interest under the traditional definition of a reversion.  

The hierarchy of vested interests in property helps explain how the First Circuit’s 

holding relates to the traditional definition of a reversion.  The hierarchy that gives rise to a 

reversion, such as fee simple, fee tail, life estate, term of years, and tenancy at will, are 

specifically defined by their “duration.” See SIMES, § 82; see also SHWARTZ, § 2.24.  Thus, when 

a grantor transfers a lesser-vested estate, he or she is making a “temporary transfer,” with a 

reversion of the remaining interest.   

(iii) Legislative History.  Prior to 1954, the Internal Revenue 

Code contained only provisions for grantor trusts in which the transferor retained a power of 

revocation, or when trust income was accumulated or distributed for the transferor.  H.R. REP. 

NO. 83-1337 (1954) reprinted in 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4025, 4089; S. REP. NO. 83-1337 (1954) 

reprinted in 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4621, 4719.  There were also Treasury Regulations providing for 

a grantor trust when the grantor had a reversionary interest that would revert within a specified 
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period of time.  The regulations were known as “Clifford” regulations because they adopted the 

approach taken in Helvering v. Clifford, 309 U.S. 331 (1940). 

In 1954, Congress adopted Code § 673.  Congress’ intent was to codify the 

approach in section 39.22(a)-21(c) of Regulations 118.  H.R. REP. NO. 83-1337 (1954) reprinted 

in 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4025, 4353.  There were only two minor changes to the approach in the 

regulation.  These changes were unrelated to circumstances that give rise to a reversion. Id. at 

4089 (shortening the time in which a reversionary interest would effect taxation to the grantor 

and amending the provisions pertaining to related or subordinate trustees);  S. REP. NO. 83-1337 

(1954) reprinted in 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4621, 4719. 

The approach from section 39.22(a)-21(c) of Regulations 118 that Congress 

codified provided that “[i]ncome of a trust is taxable to the grantor where the grantor has a 

reversionary interest in the corpus or income.” Treas. Reg. § 9.22(a)-21(c) (1953).  Section 

39.22(a)-21(c) then described some specific situations in which a reversionary interest may arise. 

Each of the examples provided in the regulation illustrate the “traditional” concept of a 

reversion. 

The first example in Treasury Regulation § 39.22(a)-21(c)(2) provided an 

example of a reversionary interest: “[w]here the grantor’s reversionary interest is to take effect in 

possession or enjoyment by reason of some event other than the expiration of a specific term of 

years, the trust income is nevertheless attributable to him if such event is the practical equivalent 

of the expiration of a period less than 10 or 15 years.” Treas. Reg. § 39.22(a)-21(c)(2) (1953); 

See also Treas. Reg. § 1.673(a)-1(a)(2)(c).  Treasury Regulation § 39.22(a)-21(c)(3) also stated: 

“a reversionary interest may reasonably be expected to take effect in possession or enjoyment 

within 10 or 15 years, as the case may be, where the corpus or the income therefrom is to be 
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reacquired if the grantor survives any stated contingency which is of an insubstantial character.” 

Treas. Reg. § 39.22(a)-21(c)(3) (1953); See also Treas. Reg. § 1.673(a)-1(a)(2)(d).  Although the 

regulation does not purport to provide a complete list of situations in which a reversionary 

interest may arise, the examples suggest that the regulation, and the later-adopted statute which 

codified the regulation, did not contemplate reversionary interests beyond the traditional 

definition. 

(iv) Interpretation of Code § 673(c).  Although Internal 

Revenue Code § 673 was originally adopted in 1954, the current Code § 673(c) (which provides 

that in valuing a reversion, the maximum exercise of discretion in favor of the grantor is 

assumed) was not adopted until 1988. See S. REP. NO. 100-445 at 362 (1988) reprinted in 1988 

U.S.C.C.A.N. 4515, 4872.  There is no case law or interpretive material providing guidance on 

what is meant by “assuming the maximum exercise of discretion in favor of the grantor” when 

valuing the grantor’s reversionary interest. 

The legislative history of Code § 673(c) simply provides that “in determining 

whether a reversionary interest has a value in excess of five percent of the trust, it will be 

assumed that any discretionary powers are exercised in such a way as to maximize the value of 

the reversionary interest.” S. REP. NO. 100-445 at 362 (1988) reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 

4515, 4872.  There is no other express explanation of how this provision affects the reversionary 

interest rule.  A careful reading of the legislative history, however, demonstrates that Congress 

only intended Internal Revenue Code 673(c) to provide an assumption that discretionary powers 

are exercised in favor of the grantor for purposes of calculating the proportion of the value of an 

exiting reversion to the value of the rest of the trust, and not in determining whether the 

discretionary powers themselves create a reversion. 
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The Senate Report states that discretionary powers should be assumed to be 

exercised to maximize the value in favor of the grantor “in determining whether a reversionary 

interest has a value in excess of five percent.”  Id.  This explanation does not say that the 

discretionary power assumption should be made to determine whether there is a reversion in the 

first place.  Rather, the assumption is only made in calculating the value of a reversion, relative 

to the size of the trust, in applying the five percent exception.  Thus, Internal Revenue Code 

§ 673(c) does not operate to create a reversion where none exists under the traditional definition 

contemplated by Congress and the Service. 

An example of the proper application of Code § 673(c) as Congress intended it is 

as follows:  If the grantor retains a reversionary interest in the income or principal of a trust, and 

the trustee has the discretion to distribute principal or income to another beneficiary for a term of 

years, the value of the grantor’s reversionary interest is determined by assuming that no amount 

of principal or income will be distributed to the other beneficiary. Pursuant to Code § 673(c), the 

trustee’s discretion to distribute principal or income to the other beneficiary is assumed to be 

exercised in favor of the grantor (meaning it is assumed no discretionary distributions will be 

made to the other beneficiary) in calculating whether the value of the reversion exceeds five 

percent of the value of the trust. 

(b) Power To Control Beneficial Enjoyment Under Code 

§ 674.  Code § 674 provides, in general, that a trust is a grantor trust if the beneficial enjoyment 

of the trust property is subject to a power of disposition exercisable by the grantor or a 

nonadverse party, or both, without the approval or consent of any adverse party. 

A Delaware asset protection trust may avoid grantor trust status under Code § 674 

by employing an independent trustee described in Code § 674(c).  In this regard, Code § 674(c) 
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provides that the general rule of Code § 674 is not applicable to a power of disposition solely 

exercisable (without the approval or consent of anyone) by a trustee or trustees, none of whom is 

the grantor, and no more than half of whom are related or subordinate parties who are 

subservient to the wishes of the grantor. 

(c) Income For The Benefit Of The Grantor Under Code 

§ 677.  Code § 677 provides, in general, that a trust is a grantor trust if the trust’s income, 

without the approval or consent of any adverse party, is, or, in the discretion of the grantor or a 

nonadverse party, or both, may be (i) distributed to the grantor or the grantor’s spouse or (ii) held 

or accumulated for future distribution to the grantor or the grantor’s spouse.  

A Delaware asset protection trust may avoid grantor trust status under Code § 677 

if the terms of the trust provide that no trust income may be distributed to the grantor except 

upon the consent of an adverse party. 

An “adverse party” is defined in Code § 672(a) as any person having a substantial 

beneficial interest in the trust which would be adversely affected by the exercise or non-exercise 

of the power.   

The determination of whether a party has a substantial adverse interest is a factual 

question depending on the merits of each case.  Paxton v. Commissioner, 520 F.2d, 923, 925 (9th 

Cir. 1975).  A party with a beneficial interest, or some future interest in the trust property, is not 

always an adverse party. 

If the trust agreement for a Delaware asset protection trust provides that all adult 

competent beneficiaries who are eligible to receive distributions from the trust must consent in 

order for the Trustee to make a distribution to the grantor or the grantor’s spouse, the 

beneficiaries collectively would be viewed as having a “substantial beneficial interest” in the 
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trust adverse to the exercise of the trustee’s discretion in favor of the grantor because each such 

distribution actually made to the grantor would reduce the amount that otherwise would be 

available for distribution to or among them.  See PLR 9016079 (January 25, 1990) (Service held 

that each person eligible to receive discretionary distributions from a trust has a substantial 

interest that is adverse, within the meaning of Code § 672, to the exercise of the trustee’s 

discretion in favor of the grantor); see also Grantor Trusts:  Sections 671-679, Tax Mgmt. (BNA) 

No. 858 at A-15. 

6. Delaware Income Tax.  Delaware follows the federal treatment of grantor 

trusts and does not tax Delaware grantor trusts nor the grantor (unless the grantor is a Delaware 

resident or otherwise subject to income taxation in Delaware).  If a trust is designed as a 

nongrantor trust, Delaware would not tax trust distributions and would not tax accumulated 

income nor capital gains if the remaindermen reside outside Delaware.  See 30 Del. C. § 1636. 

E. Super Delaware Asset Protection Trust 

It seems clear that it is possible to create an asset protection trust that is (i) a 

completed gift and a grantor trust; (ii) a completed gift and a non-grantor trust; and (iii) an 

incomplete gift and a grantor trust.  The open question until recently was whether it is possible to 

create an asset protection trust that is an incomplete gift and a non-grantor trust.  However, in a 

private letter ruling issued on August 27, 2001 to the settlor of a Delaware asset protection trust, 

the Internal Revenue Service ruled that it is possible, through careful drafting, to create such a 

trust.  See PLR 200148028; see also PLR 200502014; PLR 200247013. 

An asset protection trust that is not a completed gift and is a non-grantor trust is a 

powerful planning tool for many settlors, as the trust provides creditor protection and, in some 

cases, an opportunity to avoid all state income taxation on the income and capital gains 
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accumulated in the trust.  Under the laws of many states, a non-grantor trust located in Delaware 

would not be taxable by the settlor’s home state even if the settlor and the beneficiaries all 

resided in that state.  Delaware generally would not tax such a trust unless trust beneficiaries 

resided in Delaware.  30 Del. C. § 1636.   

The opportunity to avoid state income taxation of income accumulated in a trust 

for future distribution to beneficiaries can greatly increase the value of a trust even in cases 

where the trust is funded at relatively modest levels.   

For example, consider a traditional revocable trust created by a New York 

resident (or, for that matter, any other trust created by a New Yorker with a New York trustee for 

the benefit of New York residents).  If the trust is funded with $2,000,000 and achieves a 10% 

annual rate of return before taxes, the trust would grow to slightly less than $7,000,000 in 20 

years assuming no distributions occur and the earnings are comprised of 6% ordinary income and 

4% realized capital gains.  The effective rate of tax on the trust would be 35.37% (38.6% federal 

rate on ordinary income; 20% federal rate of capital gains; 6.85% New York rate on all income; 

New York taxes deducted in computing federal taxes). 

By contrast, if the same trust were settled in Delaware as a super Delaware asset 

protection trust, by avoiding New York income taxes the effective rate of tax would be reduced 

to 31.16%, and the trust would grow to over $7,573,000 in the same time period.  Thus, merely 

by settling the trust in Delaware, the settlor would obtain asset protection for the trust property 

during the entire 20 year trust period and, at the end of that period, the property in the trust, 

potentially available for distribution to the settlor, would be augmented by over $573,000. 
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F. Creditor Rights 

1. State Court Judgments.  Although the full faith and credit clause of the 

United States Constitution requires the courts of each state to enforce the judgments of the other 

states, a judgment against one person is not enforceable against another person, including a trust.  

The issue of whether a beneficiary’s interest in an inter vivos trust can be reached by his 

creditors is determined under the law of the state where the settlor has manifested an intention 

that the trust is to be administered.  See Restatement (Second) Of The Law Of Conflicts § 273; 

Bogert, Trusts & Trustees § 293; but see In re Larry Portnoy, 201 BR 685 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) 

(applied New York law to Jersey (Channel Islands) trust as New York had greatest interest in the 

litigation and application of Jersey law would offend strong New York and federal bankruptcy 

policy); see also § 403 of the Restatement (3d) of Foreign Relations Law. 

2. 2005 Bankruptcy Act Expressly Validates Use of Domestic Asset 

Protection Trusts.  The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 

(the “2005 Bankruptcy Act”) was enacted into law on April 20, 2005 subject to a variety of 

provisions delaying the implementation of certain portions of the new laws.  During the course of 

the debate about the 2005 Bankruptcy Act, the New York Times published an article critical of 

domestic asset protection trusts described by the Times as a “loophole” in the bankruptcy laws 

used by “millionaires” to avoid their debts. 

Apparently as a result of the Times article or similar concerns expressed 

by others, Senator Schumer proposed to amend the 2005 Bankruptcy Act to permit the 

bankruptcy trustee to recover for inclusion in the bankruptcy estate of the settlor all assets in 

excess of $125,000 transferred to an asset protection trust within ten years prior to the 
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bankruptcy filing.  If enacted, this amendment would effectively have precluded the use of 

domestic asset protection trusts as a viable asset protection strategy. 

Senator Schumer’s proposed amendment was defeated by a vote of 56 to 

39. 

Senator Talent proposed a compromise amendment that both validates the 

use of domestic asset protection trusts in non-abusive circumstances such as the circumstances 

permitted by Delaware law and precludes the use of asset protection trusts in the abusive 

circumstances apparently permitted by the laws of some offshore jurisdictions.  Senator Talent’s 

amendment, which was adopted by a vote of 73 to 26 in the Senate and included in the version of 

the 2005 Bankruptcy Act approved in the House by a 302 to 126 vote, provides that the 

bankruptcy trustee may avoid any transfer made within ten years of the bankruptcy filing if (i) 

the transfer is made to a self-settled trust by the debtor; (ii) the debtor is a beneficiary of the trust 

(this requirement seems to be subsumed within the definition of “self-settled trust”); and (iii) the 

debtor made the transfer with actual intent to hinder, delay or defraud any entity to which the 

debtor was or became, on or after the date that such transfer was made, indebted. 

Accordingly, the standard adopted for avoiding transfers to asset 

protection trusts under the 2005 Bankruptcy Act is identical to the existing fraudulent transfer 

test in Bankruptcy Code Section 548(a)(1)(A) and nearly identical to the fraudulent transfer 

definition appearing in the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act and the Delaware asset protection 

trust legislation (although under Delaware law creditors enjoy greater rights than under the 2005 

Bankruptcy Act because, under Delaware law, a creditor may recover assets from the trust if the 

transfer of assets to the trust renders the settlor insolvent event in cases where the settlor did not 

actually intend to hinder, delay or defraud creditors). 
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Senator Talent’s amendment, codified as Section 548(e) of Title 11 of the 

United States Code, clarifies the relationship between the federal bankruptcy laws and the 

domestic asset protection legislation now in effect in Delaware and other states and, for the first 

time, expressly validates the utility of these trusts in asset protection planning.  See Shaftel and 

Bundy, Impact of New Bankruptcy Provision on Domestic Asset Protection Trusts, Estate 

Planning Vol. 32 No. 7 (July, 2005) at 28.  

*     *     *     *     * 

Circular 230 Disclosure Statement 

IRS regulations provide that taxpayers may not rely upon written advice to 

promote third-party transactions or avoid federal tax penalties unless the advice is provided in 

the form of a “covered opinion” (essentially a formal tax opinion letter which satisfies numerous 

regulatory requirements and is based upon an independent fact inquiry).  This outline is not a 

covered opinion within the meaning of the regulations. 

 

 


